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Abstract

In e-commerce, product search plays a crucial role in helping customers discover and purchase products.
Most IR algorithms focus on creating a relationship between product and customer intent. These
techniques stand on two pillars of information primarily- first, what information the seller provides about
a product i.e description, title, taxonomy etc, and second, the implicit feedback data that is collected
from the search logs which comprises of millions of user activity events. This data is inherently biased
in nature as the user activity is not only dependent on the quality of query-item match but also on how
probable the user is to observe that item in the first place. In the IR theory and past research efforts,
discounting based on position in evaluation methods have been introduced to address this bias. However,
these bias reduction methods cannot be applied efficiently to e-commerce cases because of the difference
in the search results displayed to the user. The user behaviour in the list view search differs from that in
the grid view search and is composed of three major factors- (1) middle bias (2) slower decay (3) row
skipping. There have been efforts to model the user attention probability in a grid-based search. However,
these efforts have not been considered item meta-information hence, we propose a method to incorporate
the item attributes in the user attention estimation model. The idea is to add a non-positional aspect in
the propensity model of the user behaviour patterns. This is based on a simple argument that the user
attention is not only dependent on the row and column of the item(aka position) but also on the features
of product tile. These features can be shipping promise, price, reviews, ratings etc. Some of these feature
tags have been designed to attract the attention of customers. Through various experiments on Walmart
search logs data, We show that the proposed framework outperforms the debias baseline algorithms. The
results reflect better on how different taxonomies, product categories can impact the user behaviour in
grid-based product search.
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A Introduction

There is an inherent difference between traditional search engines and e-commerce or product search engines. In
traditional search engines like Google, the search results are displayed in a list view whereas in the e-commerce
search engines like www.walmart.com, the results are displayed in a grid view. The difference in the display
of search results can impact the customer’s attention and behaviour. Researchers in a previous study [5] were
able to show that in the Image Search Engine Result Pages(SERPs), the user’s attention can be defined by three
factors: (1) User’s attention within a row is more in the middle, so there is a bias towards the products in the
middle (2) Users tend to skip rows while scrolling on a SERP (3) The decay of user attention is slower in a grid
view compared to list view, where the decay happens drastically. This idea was further applied in the e-commerce
search [6] and developed an inverse propensity bias model to correct the learning to rank algorithm. While
position/presentation of the products on a SERP has been considered in the modelling of the bias, the impact of
the product’s meta-information on the user attention has still not been addressed.

Intuitively, the SERPs of the e-commerce search engines are not only different in the presentation but also
in the fact that e-commerce is a marketplace which has a direct monetary benefit for the sellers maintaining
the product information on the page. Thus, the information present for each product tile such as ’Top Picks’,
’Reviews’ and ’Ratings’ would have a very strong impact on the customers navigating this web space to get the
best product suited for their requirements. Figure 1 and 2 shows the difference in results displayed in list vs grid
view on walmart web and application.

The impact of these qualitative product features on bias would be different for different categories of products.
For example : On a category of Milk with clear intent, the new customer might not be exploring so much on the
view presented whilst on a category of clothing, the user’s attention would be influenced by these product tile
tags as discussed above. Hence, we extend the framework to model the product meta-information like Ratings,
Reviews, Shipping Promise in the propensity model. Incorporating these features into the model will show the
impact on the features displayed on the product tile. To model these features, we use a scoring algorithm to assign
a score to each product and this score in modelled with the propensity scoring model. Our aim is to learn a ranker
and evaluate the impact of the model using an evaluation metric. We also look at the different product taxonomies
like Entertainment, Fashion etc because the customer’s intent is different in each product taxonomy.
We organize the rest of the paper in the following way: Section 2 contains related work on grid based e-commerce
search, Section 3 contains our proposed framework with details on how the item feature scores are calculated
and how the propensity score for modelling is derived, Section 4 mentions the experimental settings, evaluation
metric and the results, along with the dataset description, and Section 5 presents the conclusion and the future
work. Each section is further divided into subsections.

B RELATED WORK

We will start with a brief introduction of the background and knowledge on the prior research work for analyzing
the differences in the user behavior patterns in the list view vs the grid view search, and how this behaviour
pattern is used in the propensity score modelling with a brief introduction to LambdaMART ranker.

B.1 GRID SEARCH USER BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS

Products in an e-commerce are placed in different view as compared to the majority of search engines that
show the list view for the results. The different placement of products leads to a change in the interaction
mechanisms of items. Previously, a number of studies have been done on the user behaviour on image or grid
search engines [5, 8, 9]. All these studies focused on comparing the user interaction behaviour in grid search
setting to list view display setting by using search logs and eye tracking methods. Important differences in user
behaviour, user being more exploratory and more time spent by the user are some of the findings that were
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Figure 1: List view on Walmart App

Figure 2: Grid view on Walmart web

observed. We list the major findings in grid based search as follows:
(a) Middle Bias: There exists a "middle position bias" in the user’s examination behaviour. Customers allocate
their attention more to the items placed in middle positions in a row. The probability of the user examining items
placed on left and right corner in a grid search is less compared to the items in the center. In [5], the researchers
consider the dwell time as the factor which is defined as the examination duration of an image and they confirm
the middle bias phenomenon. Also, the user behaviour at each position in a row follows normal distribution.
Researchers have not used this phenomenon in Learning to rank models of e-commerce yet, and we do not
consider it in this research because in the dataset that we use, the number of columns is less than 4 or 5, and our
hypothesis is that there are other details in e-commerce search that draw the user attention. So, the middle bias
phenomenon is not very effective here.
(b) Row Skipping: The customers do not examine each and every product in a grid from top to bottom, they
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tend to skip some rows. Users ignore particular rows and directly jump to some distant rows. The probability of
the users skipping the first row is very low as compared to the other rows. In [6], row skipping bias in the user
behavior was considered in getting an Unbiased Learning to rank model. The probability of the user skipping a
particular row was considered as a bias factor when calculating the lambda gradient for a query. The observation
was that the row skipping models performed better in taxonomies where user intent was very clear and users were
looking for specific set of items. In such cases, users were probable to skip the rows.
(c) Slower Decay: In a list-view web SERP, the attention of the customer decays in monotonically decreasing
fashion and is also dramatic but in grid-view, the decay is much slower. The user behavior in the grid search is
more exploratory and there is more browsing as there are a lot of items displayed in a page and users don’t have
to go to next page to view the next set of items as in the list-view. This leads to the user spending more time in
the grid search, concentrating on the items, and thus the decay is slow. In [6], the slower decay user behaviour
bias was considered in training unbiased learning to rank models.
These findings are incorporated and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain(NDCG) evaluation method is also
changed based on grid view search user behaviour.

B.2 Click Models

A lot of prior work has been done on-click modelling in the web search by extracting useful information from
search logs of any search engine, mainly the click data. Cascade click model is one of the widely adopted
technique in list based search that takes multiple types of user feed backs into account and models the user
behavior as a sequence of actions [7, 10]. There are different types of biases in the click-models, mainly the
position bias. Learning from biased data without taking them into consideration leads to a less effective ranking
function. In another study, unbiased learning to rank model was introduced where position bias was considered.
Inverse propensity weighting is a well known technique adopted to address any kind of bias and is used for
unbiased learning [7]. Most of the work in this area assumes that the propensity scores are present in the logs
and they study how to reduce the model variance while remaining unbiased. The unbiased learning-to-rank
framework is different, because in that, the propensity is not explicitly logged and is buried in the user behavior
data implicitly. Unbiased learning to rank does debiasing of the click data and uses it to train the ranker. Unbiased
LambdaMART framework [4] was introduced for training an unbiased ranker by jointly estimating the biases at
click positions and the biases at non-click positions.

B.3 LambdaMART Ranker

LambdaMART is a widely used Learning to rank algorithm to solve ranking problems in search engines.
LambdaMART [2, 3, 11] uses gradient boosting and the gradient function of the loss function is called lambda
function. The minimization of the objective function is performed using the lambda function on the training
dataset. In LambdaMART, the lambda gradient of any document is calculated as

λi =
∑

j:(di,dj)

λij −
∑

j:(dj ,di)

λji (27)

λij is defined as following :

λij =
−2

1 + exp(2(f(xi)− f(xj)))

∣∣∆ij

∣∣
where λij is the lambda gradient defined on a pair of documents di and dj , σ is a constant,f(xi) and f(xj) are

the scores of the two documents given by LambdaMART, ∆ij denotes the difference between NDCG scores if
documents di and dj are swapped in the ranking list.
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C Item Propensity Scoring Model

We will start with a brief introduction of the background and knowledge on propensity estimation and joint
optimization within the learning to rank models. Then we provide description of the changes to the proposed
propensity scoring model using item features.

C.1 Estimating Propensity using Product Meta Information

We hypothesize that the user is not only influenced by the presentation of search query results but also with
certain attributes or tags that have been designed to get customer’s attention by sellers.
We consider four such attributes about an item which can impact user attention:
(1) Two Day Shipping: In the fast paced world that we are in currently, every user wants their favorite products
to be delivered at the earliest. Users tend to compare delivery options with other online competitors and place
their order accordingly. Thus, to get user attention on items that are eligible for super fast delivery, a message is
shown on product tile that this item is eligible for delivery within 2 days. Fig 3,4 shows a two day shipping tag
for products in the result set.
(2) Ratings: Ratings are given by previous users to the products on any e-commerce platform to indicate how
satisfied or dissatisfied previous customers were for that product. This attributes tells what their experience was
like and how they rate that experience on a scale of 1 to 5. Fig 3,4 shows the rating tag for products in the result
set.
(3) Reviews: Reviews is the number of reviews a product has received till date. Reviews is a factor in fetching
the rating score for an item. Users are attentive towards number of reviews as well along with rating, as an item
with a high rating and very low number of user reviews is highly biased. Products with significant number of
reviews gains user trust for that products rating.
(4) Relative Price: Price is an important information displayed to the user on the product tile. A set of expensive
items for a query may not attract user attention and user may not look in details with much attention. This will
counter the slower decay factor. With relative price score, we try to get the expensive and cheap products for a
query that is displayed to user. This feature is the relative score among price of all products fetched in the recall
set for a particular query.

Based on the above features, we estimate a score and experiment with it in the propensity model. In scor-
ing method, We assign a binary value in the scoring functions for 2-day shipping, ratings and reviews.

According to the formulation:

S(I) = γ
3∑
i=0

Ki (28)

where Kiε[−1, 1] represents binary vote of the item property.
How to assign the vote for score estimation of an item? To assign a vote for scoring, we look at the quantiles for
item features in the data. The threshold for assigning a positive vote or a negative vote is decided using quantile
values and then the final score is estimated by the summation of all the votes. The scoring algorithm is mentioned
in Algorithm 1.
For example:
If ratings >= 75th quantile-value, we assign a +1 score to the item or If ratings <= 25th quantile-value, we assign
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Figure 3: SERP with 4-column view with product meta information like Ratings, Reviews, Two day shipping

Figure 4: SERP with 5-column view with product meta information like Ratings, Reviews, Two day shipping

a -1 score to the item etc. In this similar fashion, we compute a score for each item based on these features.

Algorithm 2: Score estimation using product meta information
1: Initialize scorei as 0
2: if twoDayShippingi > 0.0 then
3: scorei ← scorei + 1
4: end if
5: if ratingi >= 75thQuantileV alue then
6: scorei ← scorei + 1
7: end if
8: if ratingi <= 25thQuantileV alue then
9: scorei ← scorei − 1

10: end if
11: if reviewsi >= 75thQuantileV alue then
12: scorei ← scorei + 1
13: end if
14: if reviewsi <= 25thQuantileV alue then
15: scorei ← scorei − 1
16: end if
17: return scorei

C.2 Changing the Slower Decay Model

As mentioned before, in a SERP with a grid view the user attention decreases more slowly when compared to the
results in a list view. According to the earlier work [6], the probability of examination of an item at position, i is
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estimated as:

P (oi = 1) =
i−1∏
j=0

min(βrow(j) ∗ α), 1.0) (29)

where row(i) is the row-number for the item at position i, α is likeness of customer browsing the next item, β
models the customer’s patience in grid view. As we can see, the probability does not account for item meta-
information shown on the item tile in SERP. If an user finds any item attractive in SERP, the user tends to spend
more time on it and the probability of examination is more. There are multiple details shown on search page
that may attract user attention viz. image quality or attractiveness, user ratings of that particular item, number of
reviews on it, special offer tag, price of the product or the delivery date of the product. These factors will also
contribute to the probability of user examining any particular product in Grid based SERP. Considering this, the
decay factor will change accordingly. Based on this hypothesis, we model the estimated score above into the
probability of examination at position, i as:

P (oi = 1) =
i−1∏
j=0

min(βrow(j)+S(I) ∗ α), 1.0) (30)

We train a ranker f based on loss function L with the propensity score of slower decay model computed using α,
β and γ hyper parameters. We use LambdaMART with the ranker, gradient boosting trees as explained before.
Following on the same lines, we calculate the lambda gradients by applying inverse propensity scoring. Hence,
the lambda gradient for kth product can be re-written as:

δL

δxk
= λk =

∑
q

( ∑
yiq=k∩(i,j)εIq

λij
P (oi)

−
∑

yiq=k∩(j,i)εIq

λij
P (oj)

)
(31)

where i, j are the positions on the SERP, xq is the feature vector for query-product pair, yiq means that the kth

product is at position, i and λij is defined as following :

λij =
−2

1 + exp(2(f(xiq)− f(xjq)))

∣∣∆ij

∣∣
∆ij is the value difference in the NDCG evaluation metric if i and j are to be swapped.

Relative Price Feature : Price is another information displayed on the product tile in an E-commerce search.
Most of the users have a budget in mind when they visit to shop any product. If ,for a particular query, most of the
items in search results are expensive compared to the range user is looking for, the user may not spend much time
on that query viewing the results thus the decay will be comparatively faster. Among the set of items displayed,
if there is a relatively cheaper product that also has other attractive tile meta-information, the probability of
examining it will be higher. As a part of this work, we consider relative price feature separately to observe the
impact of the price on the user behaviour and to check if there is any price bias . Relative price calculation is
done as follows:

relp(i) = 1.0− k ∗ abs(func(log(x/mean_price))) (32)

where relp(i) is the relative price score for an item i and x is the price of that particular item , k is a constant
and mean_price is the mean of prices of all items in the recall set of the query, abs is the absolute function to get
the absolute value, func can be any activation function [14] like tanh or sigmoid . For example , tanh is defined as

tanh(x) =
2

1 + e−2x
− 1
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Sigmoid is defined as

sig(x) =
1

1 + e−x

Thus, in our dataset, we have the relative price score for all query-item pairs. Based on this, we redefine the
probability of examination at position i in a GRID based SERP as

P (oi = 1) =
i−1∏
j=0

min(βrow(j)+S(I)+η∗relp(i) ∗ α), 1.0) (33)

where η is the hyper-parameter introduced to tune the relative price feature in the slower decay model.
For training slower decay model including price feature, we calculate the lambda gradient in the gradient

function of LambdaMART as above in (7).

D Experiments

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to compare our proposed method with the baseline methods
for the removal of bias in grid-based e-commerce search. First, we explain our experimental settings, the datasets
that we used, how we prepared them, and the metrics we used to evaluate the models. We then report the results
obtained in our unbiased learning to rank setting.

D.1 Datasets

In this subsection, we provide a brief overview of the search log datasets that we used for our experiments.
We used the data from the search logs of e-commerce website at Walmart, an American multinational retail
corporation with a significant online presence. In particular, we use the data from three product taxonomies
viz. Fashion, Entertainment (ENT), and Every Day Living (EDL), and by considering them for capturing and
understanding the user behaviour and we eventually obtain four datasets, one for each category. Our datasets
included queries, items, positions, and item features. The item features include raw features like item title match,
item popularity, partial match score, along with engagement features like click rates, ‘add to cart’ rates, order
rates and attribute features like the number of reviews, ratings, the relative price of the products among the recall
set, and shipping promise.

D.2 Experimental Settings

In this subsection, we describe the experimental setup. The most common way to evaluate the learning to rank
model is by its performance on a holdout set that has unseen data. We perform experiments on each product
taxonomy, as mentioned in the subsection above. In our datasets, we perform a random split into a training set
(80%), validation set (10%), and test set (10%). We carry out a fast grid search to obtain the best hyper-parameter
values for the models. To keep the probability value in a reasonable range, we search alpha in {0.8, 0.85 , 0.9 ,
0.95}, beta in {1.05 , 1.1 , 1.15. 1.2}, and gamma in {0.001 , 0.003 , 0.005 , 0.007 , 0.01 , 0.03 , 0.05 , 0.07 ,
0.1}. For the LAMBDAMART ranker, we search for the learning rate in {0.01 , 0.05 , 0.1}, the maximum depth
in {3 , 5, 7}, and the minimum data in leaf in {20 , 30 , 40 , 50 , 60}. We also tune for boosting fraction and
feature fraction values in the range 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 respectively. The other parameters are the
default settings of Unbiased LambdaMART, while we keep the settings consistent for all the baseline and feature
models. We consider the slower decay model[25] as the baseline method. Here, we optimize for the position 10
and consider the metric on the validation set to get the optimal parameter values.
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D.3 Evaluation Metrics

Here, we explain the evaluation metric considered for the experiment. We consider the traditional evaluation
method of Information Retrieval Systems, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) as the evaluation
metric [1, 12, 13]. Experiments are performed in offline settings and we obtain the NDCG metric at different
positions to compare the proposed framework with the baseline method.

NDCGk =
DCGk
IDCGk

(34)

where

IDCGk =

|REL|∑
i=1

2reli − 1

log2(i+ 1)

Here, IDCG@K is the normalizer and |REL| is the list of documents ordered by engagement in the set up to
position k. To explain the slower decay of user attention we consider K = 1, 3, 5, 10 for the NDCGs.

On the held-out dataset of Walmart Search logs, we calculate the prediction scores of our models. Using
the prediction labels, we apply this evaluation method to get the metrics at different positions across different
categories.

D.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we provide an overview of the experimental results that we obtain. We share insights on: (1) how
e-commerce search results get better with the proposed framework, and (2)how the user behaviour varies across
the product taxonomies. We mention the results in Table 2 and summarize our observations as follows:

• Our proposed method for slower decay using product tile information outperforms the baseline method in
Fashion vertical by significant margin. This clearly shows the effectiveness of our proposed framework and
assumption that user attention decay is slower when user is attracted by any of the item features.

• Performance of our proposed framework in Fashion affirms our initial assumption that users are more
inclined on item tile information when shopping for clothing accessories and decay is much slower in such
a case as user looks for detailed information.

• The proposed framework of using item attributes in slower decay probability computation shows improve-
ment in Entertainment and Every Day living category too compared to the baseline method of slower decay.
Performance improvement is not much compared to Fashion, and this may be because the users have a
specific intent when they shop in such categories.

• Adding relative price feature in slower decay probability computation for fashion gave slight improvement
over the proposed framework model without price feature. This suggests that price is not a major factor in
the users’ attempt to click on that product and view the details.

Taxonomy α β γ

Fashion 0.8 1.05 0.01
EDL 0.95 1.15 0.001
ENT 0.9 1.15 0.03

Table 22: Tuned hyperparameters for item propensity scoring model for different taxonomies
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Taxonomy Framework NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10

Fashion (w/o price)
Benchmark Slower Decay
Proposed framework

0.408
0.419

0.486
0.492

0.535
0.539

0.584
0.590

Fashion (with price)
Benchmark Slower Decay
Proposed framework(with price)

0.408
0.420

0.486
0.494

0.534
0.540

0.583
0.590

Every Day Living
Benchmark Slower Decay
Proposed framework

0.553
0.553

0.627
0.628

0.669
0.669

0.711
0.711

Entertainment
Benchmark Slower Decay
Proposed framework

0.503
0.503

0.580
0.581

0.624
0.624

0.669
0.670

Table 23: Experimental Results on different taxonomies using held-out dataset.

We train separate models for different taxonomies to show that the user behaviour patterns differ across categories
and the users react differently to the product tile features.

Hyper Parameter Values: Here, we report the values that we obtain for the hyper parameters ( α , β , γ
) and that achieve the optimal performance for the proposed framework. For the Fashion category, the proposed
slower decay model with α = 0.8, β = 1.05 and γ = 0.01 outperforms the others. Similarly, for the Every Day
Living category, the proposed slower decay model with α = 0.95, β = 1.15 and γ = 0.001 works best. α = 0.9, β
= 1.15 and γ = 0.03 are the optimal hyper-parameter values for the Entertainment category with the proposed
slower decay framework. We experimented on Fashion with the price feature and α = 0.95 , β = 1.15 , γ = 0.05 ,
η = 0.01 are the optimal hyper-parameter values for our dataset.

E Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we tried to understand the impact of meta-information on the products displayed on the SERPs for
user attention. We extended the solution of debiasing the grid product search by modelling the meta-information
of the products, like rating, reviews, shipping promise, price in the propensity model. We showed through
extensive experimentation how the different product taxonomies have different user behaviour.

As part of future work, we plan to extend this work to incorporate more product tile features and also use
the image quality feature to model the user attention in Grid-based E-commerce search engines. We plan to try
out different scoring methods as well for tile features score calculation and model middle bias , row skipping
behaviour based on product tile features.
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